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POWER WINDOWS

Comes with extra "horizontal" frame

2017 Mid Fifty Catalog

Most power window kits out there are universal, most use the same or
comparable motors. We are only interested in the 1953-56 Ford truck
however, so these are the ones we feel are best for that application. The
things you need to consider are: which switches? If you want the window
to go down without holding button, and if using solid sides windows

SWITCH CHOICES

I don’t like the switches that normally come in power window kits, they
have a little picture of a car window, and passenger side is backwards
for heavens sake!! Therefore our power window kits are priced without
switches, add switch kit of your choice below, includes & 3 switches

BLACK SWITCHES, ILLUMINATED, BMW STYLE

Illuminated, set...................................1744-AR................. $159.00 set
Illuminated, one only..........................1744-A1..................... $20.00 ea

BILLET OVAL SWITCHES

Billet switch sits in a billet frame, Oval no less! Building a Ford, right?
No relay needed with remote controls
Non-illuminated..................................1743-OV................. $185.00 set
Illuminated..........................................1743-OLT............... $236.50 set

BILLET RECTANGULAR

Illuminated..........................................1743-RLT................ $218.00 set

CHROME, GM STYLE

High quality chrome toggle style
Non-illuminated..................................1744-CH................. $159.00 set

HANDLE SHAFT STYLE

Uses stock handle as switch, wiring diagram included. Both sides.
China..................................................1748................................. CALL
Made In USA......................................1748-USA.................$269.00 pr
Install bolts.........................................81748.......................... $1.50 ea
Included, order only if you got switches elsewhere

POWER WINDOW CONVERSION KIT

Exceptionally smooth and quiet. Use with stock windows or solid side
windows, 1956 or even curved 1953-55. Lots of power window kits out
there, we carry a few different ones, however we like this one best so it
is shown here. 3 Year warranty. Priced without switches,order choice of
switches above

POWER WINDOW KITS

With clamp lift.....................................1740-E......................$295.00 kit
With channel lift .................................1740-EX...................$298.50 kit
AUTO EXPRESS MODULE..............1745-EX.....................$35.00 kit
Use with any switch set, runs driver window all the way down with
touch of button just like today’s cars
SUCTION CUPS Pair..........................1742-GH................... $16.90 set
Holds window up while you work on the door.

POWER WINDOW INSTALL KIT
USA

Kit includes heavy duty cross bars to hang motor on, correct spacers,
hardware & instructions. Makes installation a snap. No power
window kits have long or strong enough motor mounting bars, and
finding correct metric bolts is a pain. Sy’s kit is made to install 1740
power windows but works with most we have tried.
Install kit does both sides...................1737...........................$38.50 kit
Just the Metric bolts and spacers.......81737...........................$7.50 kit

POWER WINDOW REGULATORS

New power window regulators go right back in stock location. Mount
up with stock bolts, and use stock window lifts. Too easy!! Order
choice of switches above, handle shaft will not work. Can not be
used with solid side windows as the regulator and motor are located
under the vent window area.
1953-55, both sides............................1742-5355................$350.00 pr
1956, both sides.................................1742-56....................$350.00 pr
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POWER WINDOWS

1-800-252-1956

Tech/Alt 928-565-2763

